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In many Romance varieties, the verb in imperative verb + (postverbal) pronoun phrases retains primary stress: Italian/Spanish: [kómpra]/[kómpra-melo] 'buy!'/'buy me it!'. However, in others varieties, stress in these phrases may be realized on a different syllable: [kompra-meló], [kompra-mélo], [kompra-mélozo]. In this paper, I address questions that have puzzled linguists for some time: Why is there a stress shift when enclitic pronouns are added to the imperative verb? How is the position of the stressed syllable determined? I propose that many factors are involved, including morpho-syntactic factors (the presence of a weak or a clitic pronoun, which are prosodized differently), phonological processes (the mapping of syntactic to prosodic structure), and phonetic processes (tonal association to metrically prominent syllables).

1. Introduction

In Italian and Spanish imperative verb + (postverbal) pronoun phrases, the verb retains primary stress.

(1) Italian/Spanish: [kómpra]/[kómpra-melo] 'buy!'/'buy me it!'

* This paper reports on collaborative work conducted with Francisco Ordóñez (Stony Brook University), Miran Kim (Korea University), and Emily Romanello (Stony Brook University). I would like to thank them, the audience at LSRL 43, two anonymous reviewers, and the NSF for grant #0617471 awarded to Lori Repetti and Francisco Ordóñez which allowed us to conduct the field research and build the database (Repetti & Ordóñez 2011) upon which much of this research is based.

1. All imperative verbs presented in this paper are 2sg, unless otherwise noted, and all third person pronouns are masculine, unless otherwise noted. Furthermore, I indicate the boundary between a verb and pronoun, or between two pronouns, with a dash.

2. Numbers after a word or phrase, such as (31_23) for Massa di Maratea, indicates the speaker number (#31) and utterance number (#23) found in the Clitics of Romance Languages database (Repetti & Ordóñez 2011).
In other Romance varieties, stress in these phrases may be realized on the antepenultimate syllable (3b), the penultimate syllable (2)–(3a), or the final syllable (4).

Penultimate stress shift is common in Catalonia, southern Italy, and Sardinia (2).

(2)  stress shift to penultimate syllable:
   a. Massa di Maratea (Basilicata): [vénni]/[venn-illʊ] (31_23)2 'sell!'/'sell it!'
   b. Anzi (Basilicata): [dá]/[da-mmɪdʊ] (32_13a) 'give!'/'give me them'
   c. Formentera (Balearic Islands): [púrtʊ]/[púrtə-m ámbə] (50_2) 'bring!'/'bring me it'
   d. Siliqua (Sardinia): [bɛndɛj]/[bɛndɛj-mɪdʊ] (21_59) 'sell.2pl!'/'sell.2pl me it!'

In some Sardinian varieties, we find stress realized on the antepenultimate or penultimate syllable in these constructions. If there is a final epenthetic (copy) vowel (underlined in the examples) added to avoid a word-final consonant, such as the plural /s/ marker, stress is realized on the antepenultimate syllable. If there is not a final epenthetic vowel, stress is realized on the penultimate syllable (Kim and Repetti 2013).

(3)  stress shift to (ante)penultimate syllable (Siliqua, Sardinia):
   a. penultimate stress:
      [bɛndɛj-mɪdʊ] (21_59) 'sell.2pl me it!' (=2d)
   b. antepenultimate stress with final epenthetic (copy) vowel:
      [bɛndɛj-mɪdʊzʊ] (21_56) 'sell.2pl me them!'

Another stress pattern involves stress shift to the final syllable, attested in some varieties of Catalan, Ligurian, and Gascon (4).

(4)  stress shift to final syllable:
   a. Majorca (Balearic Islands): [ómpli]/[ompli-lozmə] (56_26) 'fill!'/'fill them for me!'
   b. Pigna (Liguria): [dá]/[da-umé] (93_1b) 'give!'/'give it to me!'
   c. Vallée d’Ossau (Pyrénées-Atlantiques): [baja-uzi] (82_33) 'give it to them!'

These data raise a number of questions: Why is there a stress shift when enclitic pronouns are added to the imperative verb? How is the position of the stressed syllable determined? These questions have long intrigued linguists and have been addressed within many theoretical frameworks. In this paper, I propose that no single module of the grammar (just the phonology, just the syntax, etc.) can be responsible for the stress patterns observed. Instead, they are the result of various interacting processes: phonological processes, morpho-syntactic processes, and phonetic processes.

This paper is organized as follows. I begin by discussing the segmentation of these phrases (Section 2), and I then review the phonological approaches that have been proposed to account for the data (Section 3). I show that a purely phonological approach is untenable since morpho-syntactic factors are at play (Section 4). A model incorporating different types of pronouns (weak and clitic) is adopted to account for
the morpho-syntactic facts: some pronouns traditionally referred to as “clitics” are, in fact, “weak.” I present a prosodic analysis of these two types of pronouns that can account for the phonological patterns (Section 5). I conclude the paper in Section 6.

2. Segmentation

Before we proceed with an analysis of stress shift, the topic of segmentation needs to be addressed. In the data examined in this paper, it is not always clear whether a particular segment belongs to one pronoun or the adjacent one (5a), or where the verb ends and the clitic begins (5b).

(5) a. Siliqua (Sardinia): [bən̥dej-mídəlu] 'sell.2pl me it!'
   i. /bən̥dej-m̥i-dəlu/
   ii. /bən̥dej-m̥-i-dəlu/

   b. Massa di Maratea (Basilicata): [venn̥illu] 'sell it!'
   i. /venn̥i-llu/
   ii. /venn̥-illu/

Segmentation varies from variety to variety, and some research has been done on Neapolitan segmentation with regard to structures similar to (5a). In Neapolitan phrases like [pɔ̃rtatilla] ‘bring yourself it’, is the /i/ part of the first pronoun (/pɔ̃rt-a-tilla/) or the second pronoun (/pɔ̃rt-t-iла/)? Vowel quality and historical evidence support the latter. Bafille (1993, 1994) points out that the quality of the stressed vowel depends on the gender of the accusative pronoun: [pɔ̃rtatilla] ‘bring yourself it.mas’ ~ [pɔ̃rta-tella] ‘bring yourself it.fem’: we find /i/ if the pronoun is mas, and /é/ if it is fem. The quality of the stressed vowel in these structures is determined by the quality of the historical final vowel (final /u/ and /i/ for mas; final /a/ and /e/ for fem). A final high vowel triggered raising of the stressed vowel in a type of vowel harmony called *metaphony*. If the original unstressed final vowel of the pronoun was [-high] (i.e., /a/ fem.sg or /e/ fem.pl) the preceding stressed vowel evolved in the usual way without raising; e.g., Latin i > [e], so pronoun illa > [élla]. If, instead, the final vowel was [+high] (i.e., /u/ mas.sg or /i/ mas.pl), the preceding stressed vowel underwent metaphony and was raised: illi > */élli/ > [ill]. Since this process is no longer productive, we can assume that the stressed vowel is now part of the accusative pronouns: /illa/ mas.sg/pl and /élla/ fem.sg/pl. A second piece of evidence supporting the segmentation /pɔrt-t-illa/ comes from the history of these forms (Bafille 1993, 1994), which derive from Late Latin structures like tē+ illu, with elision of /e/: t’illu. (Note that historically Latin stressed è and i both evolved to /e/). These two observations support the segmentation in (5aii).

To the best of my knowledge, the segmentation of the structure in (5b) has not been addressed in the literature. If we examine the quality of the vowel in question, i.e.,
the /i/ in (5b), we find that in some cases it is of the same quality as the theme vowel of the verb.

(6)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>a. Cagliari (Sardinia)</th>
<th>theme vowel: /a/</th>
<th>theme vowel: /e~i/</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[pettinädus] (3_42)</td>
<td>‘comb them!’</td>
<td>[bendidus] (3_20) ‘sell them!’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Milis (Sardinia)</td>
<td>[komporädusu] (14_22a)</td>
<td>‘buy them!’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. Massa di Maratea</td>
<td>theme vowel: /a/</td>
<td>theme vowel: /e~i/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Basilicata)</td>
<td>[piʎʎāllu] (31_27b) ‘take it!’</td>
<td>[vennĩll] (31_23) ‘sell it!’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In (6a) the stressed /á/ of [pettinädus] and the stressed /i/ of [bendidus] cannot both be associated with the pronoun (i.e., /ádus/ and /idus/), since the pronoun is the same in the two examples: mas.pl.acc. In the former, the theme vowel of the verb is /a/, supporting the analysis of the stressed /á/ as part of the verb, and in the latter, the theme vowel is unstressed /e~/i/, supporting the analysis of the stressed /i/ as part of the verb, as in (5bi). Further support for this analysis comes from data in which the vowel in question is not the theme vowel, but part of the inflectional suffix of the verb. For example, in Massa di Maratea (Basilicata), first person plural imperatives end in /mu/, and in stress shift contexts, the /u/ is stressed, regardless of the nature of the following pronoun: [vennemũllu] (31_34) ‘let’s sell it.MAS!’, [vennemũlla] (31_36) ‘let’s sell it.FEM!’; [vennemũlli] (31_35) ‘let’s sell them.MAS!’; [vennemũlli] (31_37) ‘let’s sell them.FEM!’.

In other dialects, the patterns are more complicated. In San Leucio del Sannio (Campania) the quality of the stressed vowel at the boundary of the verb and the pronoun may depend on two factors: the quality of the theme vowel (as in (6)) and the gender of the pronoun (as in the Neapolitan data above). If the theme vowel is /a/, that vowel surfaces regardless of the pronoun that follows: [tełefonállu] (33_67) ‘call her!’, [tełefonánllu] (33_68) ‘call him!’ If the theme vowel is not /a/, the quality of the stressed vowel varies depending on the gender of the accusative pronoun. A masculine pronoun (either singular or plural) has /i/ in this context ([vənnɛllə] (33_28b) ‘sell it.MAS!’; [vənnɛlli] (33_29b) ‘sell them.MAS!’), while a feminine pronoun (either singular or plural) has /é/ in this context ([vənnɛlla] (33_30b) ‘sell it.FEM!’; [vənnɛlla] (33_31b) ‘sell them.FEM!’). The reason for this difference in vowel quality has to do with metaphony, as with the Neapolitan data discussed above.

The San Leucio data suggest that there are two different segmentations possible—/tełefoná-llu/ and /vənn-ɛlla/—and the choice between the two is determined by an implicational hierarchy. If the theme vowel is /a/, it is stressed (/tełefoná-lla/); if it is not /a/, the stressed vowel is part of the pronoun (/vənn-ɛlla/). How can we incorporate
this observation into a unified analysis of segmentation? We can posit for the pronoun a lexical form with an initial vowel (for example, /ella/), and for the verb a lexical form with a final vowel. In the verb + pronoun phrase, the initial vowel of the pronoun is adjacent to the final vowel of the verb: /telefona/ + /ella/, /venni/ + /ella/. In hiatus contexts, a series of phonological and morphological factors decide which (if any) vowel is deleted (see Garrapa 2011). In San Leucio /a/ + vowel, or /u/ + vowel sequences, the /a/ and /u/ are retained, and the initial vowel of the pronoun is elided: /telefona/ + /ella/ > [telefona-lla]; however, in /i/ + vowel, or /e/ + vowel sequences, the final vowel of the verb is elided, and the initial vowel of the pronoun realized: /venni/ + /ella/ > [vənn-ella]. For clarification purposes, the elided vowel may be indicated as “v”: /telefona-vlla/, /vənnv-ella/.

3. Phonological Approaches

The phonological motivation for the patterns described in (2), i.e., stress shift to the penult, has been discussed widely in the Romance literature, analyzed within many theoretical frameworks (rule-based, Lexical Phonology, Prosodic Phonology, Optimality Theory, etc.), and can be summarized as follows: the stress shifts to the penultimate syllable to repair a suboptimal metrical structure (Anderson 2005; Bafile 1993, 1994; Bonet 2009; Kenstowicz 1991; Klavans 1995; Loporcaro 2000; Monachesi 1996; Nespor and Vogel 1986; Peperkamp 1997; Torres-Tamarit 2010; Vogel 2009). The argument roughly goes as follows. Many Romance languages have what is called the “three-syllable window” of stress assignment (i.e., stress falls on one of the final three syllables of the word), and the stressed syllable in forms like /kómpra-melo/ falls outside of the “three-syllable window”. Languages like Spanish and Italian tolerate this suboptimal structure (1), but others use a repaired form with stress on the penultimate syllable: /kompra-mélo/ (2). (Note that the repair does not result in a form with antepenultimate stress, except in those Sardinian cases in (3b) discussed in §1.) The languages that repair suboptimal forms fall into two groups: those that tolerate antepenultimate stress in these structures, and those that do not. The latter includes varieties like San Leucio del Sannio (Campania), in which antepenultimate stress is (optionally) banned in verb + enclitic structures: if the addition of a single enclitic or an enclitic cluster would result in antepenultimate stress (or pre-antepenultimate stress), a form with stress on the penult is instead used (7)–(9). (Note, however, that antepenultimate stress is tolerated lexically as in (8a).)³

³. **Raddoppiamento sintattico (RS)**, or the gemination of an initial consonant when preceded by a stressed vowel across certain morpho-syntactic boundaries, has been invoked to account for the geminate consonant; however, Bafile (1993, 1994) shows that the consonant length
(7) San Leucio del Sannio (Campania) (Repetti and Ordóñez 2011; Iannace 1983)
   a. \[vìnnə\]  ‘sell!’
   b. *\[vìnnə-la\]; [vɔnn-ılla]  ‘sell it’
   c. *\[vìnnə-məla\]; [vɔnnə-míllə]  ‘sell me it’

(8) San Leucio del Sannio (Campania) (Repetti and Ordóñez 2011; Iannace 1983)
   a. \[pëttəna\]  ‘comb!’
   b. *\[pëttəna-la\]; [pɔttəna-́vło]  ‘comb him!’
   c. *\[pëttəna-məla\]; [pɔttəna-mmélə]  ‘comb her for me’

(9) San Leucio del Sannio (Campania) (Repetti and Ordóñez 2011; Iannace 1983)
   a. \[dà\]  ‘give!’
   b. \[dà-mmə\]  ‘give me!’
   c. *\[dà-mməl\]; [də-mmíllə]  ‘give me it’

Other Romance varieties, such as Neapolitan, allow antepenultimate stress in these contexts (10b), but not pre-antepenultimate stress (10c).

(10) Neapolitan (Campania) (Bafile 1993, 1994)
   a. \[pɔ́rta\]  ‘bring!’
   b. \[pɔ́rta-la\]  ‘bring it!’
   c. *\[pɔ́rta-təl\]; [pɔ́rta-tíllə]  ‘bring yourself it!’

While this explanation accounts neatly for the San Leucio data and the Neapolitan data in (10), it only works for Neapolitan if the verb has penultimate stress. If, instead, we examine a verb with final stress or antepenultimate stress, the explanation breaks down. We expect antepenultimate stress to be tolerated in these phrases in Neapolitan, as in (10b); however, this is not always what we find. Neapolitan does not tolerate antepenultimate stress in these phrases if the verb is monosyllabic (i.e., it has final stress) (11) (Bafile 1993, 1994; Kenstowicz 1991; Peperkamp 1997).

(11) Neapolitan (Campania) (Bafile 1993, 1994; Peperkamp 1997)
   a. \[fá\]  ‘do!’
   b. \[fá-lla\]  ‘do it!’
   c. *\[fá-təl\]; [fə-tíllə]  ‘do yourself it!’

---

Equally unexpected, Neapolitan allows pre-anteponultimate stress in phrases containing a verb with antepenultimate stress followed by a pronoun (12b) (Bafile 1993, 1994; Kenstowicz 1991; Peperkamp 1997).

(12) Neapolitan (Campania) (Bafile 1993, 1994; Peperkamp 1997)
    a. [pétta] ‘comb!’
    b. [pétta-la]5 ‘comb them!’
    c. *[pétta-ta]; [pettita-tíll] ‘comb yourself them!’

In order to account for the ungrammaticality of the form in (11c) with antepenultimate stress, and the surprising acceptability in the form in (12b) with pre-anteponultimate stress, it has been proposed that these forms are in some way exceptional and are marked in the lexicon (Bafile 1993, 1994; Kenstowicz 1991; Peperkamp 1997). Others have noticed that stress assignment is sensitive to the number of enclitics, whereby in varieties like Neapolitan stress shift takes place with two enclitics but not with one, and have accommodated this fact within the frameworks of metrical and prosodic phonology (Monachesi 1996; Peperkamp 1997). We will see in the next section that a purely phonological approach, even with ad hoc accommodations, cannot handle the facts once all of the data are considered. But first we will briefly examine stress shift to the antepenultimate and final syllables.

The analysis of stress shift to the antepenultimate syllable in Sardinian can be accounted for in the same way as stress shift to the penultimate syllable, modulo the paragogic vowel found after a phrase-final consonant. The epenthetic final vowel is not involved in stress assignment either because it is invisible to metrical processes, or because it is inserted after metrical structure has been established (3) (Kim and Repetti 2013).

Stress shift to the final syllable in imperative phrases is problematic for any phonological approach since final stress is not the unmarked stress patterns in these languages (4). This type of stress shift has been addressed in Argentinian Spanish, in which imperatives are optionally pronounced either with stress on the verb or with stress on the final vowel of the enclitic(s): [dámelo] ~ [dameló] (Colantoni, Cuervo, and Hualde 2010; Moyna 1999; Huidobro 2005). Given the optionality of the phenomenon, most researchers have addressed the question of the semantic motivation for stress shift, but some phonological issues have also been raised, including the prosodic constraints involved, the type of stress (whether the shifted stress is primary or secondary), and why the stress shifts to the final vowel. As with the exceptional Neapolitan cases discussed above, ad hoc constraints resulting in final stress are invoked.

5. Forms with the expected stress shift are also attested: /frávakə/ + /la/ > [frávakə-la]~[fravaká-la] ‘build it!’ (Ledgeway 2009, 34). See Section 6 for discussion.
4. Morpho-Syntactic Factors

Despite the attempts to account for these cases of stress shift within a phonological framework, when the full range of data is taken into consideration, we see that a purely phonological approach is untenable (Ordóñez and Repetti 2006, 2008). For example, the type of pronoun may affect stress shift: in Lucanian a single 3rd person postverbal pronoun is involved in stress shift, but a single 1st/2nd person pronoun is (optionally) not (Gioscio 1985; Lüdke 1979; Ruggieri and Batinti 1992). In Cabras (Sardinia) we find 3rd person pronouns involved in penultimate shift ([tel’e-na-di] ‘call him/her/them!’ 2.27), and 1st/2nd person pronouns involved in final shift ([tel’e-na-zì] ‘call us!’ 2.28).

The relative order of the pronouns in a cluster may be correlated with the type of stress shift (i.e., penultimate or final stress shift). With ACC-DAT order of enclitics, we never find penultimate stress shift, only final stress shift.

(13) (=4) ACC-DAT order of enclitics and final stress
   a. Majorca (Balearic Islands): [ěmpli]/[ěmpli-lozmà] (56_26) ‘fill!’/‘fill them for me!’
   b. Pigna (Liguria): [dà]/[da-umé] (93_1b) ‘give!’/‘give it to me!’
   c. Vallée d’Ossau (Pyrénées-Atlantiques): [baja-uzì] (82_33) ‘give it to them!’

The number of enclitics may correlate with the presence/absence of stress shift. A single postverbal pronoun in Neapolitan does not affect the position of stress, regardless of how far the stressed syllable is from the end of the word: [fà-là] ‘do it!’, [póṛta-la] ‘bring it!’; [pěttina-la] ‘comb them!’ However, a postverbal pronoun cluster always triggers stress shift: [fa-ttíllə] ‘do yourself it!’; [pòṛta-tíllə] ‘bring yourself it!’; [pěttina-tíllə] ‘comb yourself them!’.

Additionally, the verb form may be correlated with the presence/absence of stress shift: in many varieties, 2sg imperatives with enclitics undergo stress shift, while 1pl imperatives do not. For example, in the dialect of Albano di Lucania (Basilicata), a 2sg imperative verb + MAS.SG.ACC enclitic undergoes stress shift, while a 1pl imperative verb + MAS.SG.ACC enclitic does not (Romanello and Repetti 2014).

(14) Albano di Lucania (Basilicata)                       (Manzini and Savoia 2005)
     [càma] ~ [cam-illa] ‘call him!’
     [camámma] ~ [camámma-ła] ‘call.1PL him!’

6. The verb form is correlated not only with the presence/absence of stress shift, but also with the lexical form of the enclitic pronoun. For example, in Anzi (Basilicata) the MAS.PL.ACC enclitic is realized either as [idda] or as [la]. The former is used with 2sg imperatives ([vònn-idda] ‘sell.2sg them!’), while the latter is found with 1pl imperatives ([vònni:ma-λa] ‘let’s sell them!’) (Romanello and Repetti 2014).
The constraints on stress shift outlined above are not phonological, but instead are morpho-syntactic in nature: the type of pronouns, the order of pronouns in a cluster, the number of pronouns, the form of the verb. A purely phonological approach cannot handle these data. The phonology should not care if a syllable is associated with the 1st vs. 2nd/3rd person form of the pronoun, or the 2sg vs. 1pl. form of the verb, nor should it care if a syllable is associated with a dat vs. acc pronoun, or indeed a pronoun vs. verb suffix.

It has been proposed that two different types of morpho-syntactically distinct pronouns are involved in these encliticization processes: true clitics and weak pronouns (Ordóñez and Repetti 2006, 2008, 2014). A number of diagnostics has been proposed for distinguishing between clitic and weak pronouns. These diagnostics are syntactic, morphological, and phonological in nature. Syntactically, weak pronouns are described as syntactically lower than clitic pronouns, and they land in a Spec position while clitics land in a head position. Weak pronouns are morphologically more complex than clitic pronouns, and weak pronouns can be stressed, while clitics cannot (Cardinaletti and Starke 1999; Cardinaletti and Repetti 2008; Ordóñez and Repetti 2006, 2008, 2014). Based on these studies, I adopt the following morpho-syntactic tests for a pronoun's status as a clitic or weak pronoun.

(15) diagnostics for clitic pronoun vs. weak pronoun
a. In a mixed pronoun cluster, a weak pronoun will not precede a clitic pronoun.

b. Weak pronouns land in a Spec position, while clitics land in a head position.

c. Weak pronouns are morphologically more complex than clitic pronouns.

As shown elsewhere (Ordóñez and Repetti 2006, 2008, 2014), some Romance postverbal pronouns (including the partitive, but also the locative) meet the criteria of weak elements. The morpho-syntactic evidence has been detailed in Ordóñez and Repetti (2006, 2008, 2014), namely, in mixed clusters, the order of pronouns is clitic + weak, some postverbal pronouns land in a Spec position while others are in a head position, and those that land in Spec are morphologically more complex. Crucially, these are precisely the pronouns that can be stressed, as predicted by the phonological diagnostic of weak pronouns proposed by Cardinaletti and Starke (1999).

How can we accommodate the morpho-syntactic factors involved in stress shift with the weak vs. clitic pronoun proposal? The type of pronoun may affect stress shift because two types of pronouns are involved: weak pronouns affect stress shift (they consist of a foot), while clitics do not (they do not consist of a foot). The number of postverbal pronouns may affect stress shift because in some dialects imperatives can attract at most one clitic, so when two pronouns are used, the lower probe attracts a weak pronoun (Ordóñez & Repetti 2014). The verb form may affect whether or not
there will be stress shift because certain verb forms (i.e. inflectional projections) host weak pronouns while others host clitics (Ordóñez and Repetti 2014). 7

In the next section I investigate how weak pronouns vs. clitics are incorporated into prosodic structure, accounting for the stress shift facts.

5. Prosodic Analysis of Verb + Clitic/Weak Pronoun(s)

How can clitic and weak pronouns be incorporated into a prosodic analysis? The constraints regulating the syntax to prosody mapping proposed by Selkirk (1995) include alignment constraints on prosodic words (PWs) and lexical words (i.e., syntactic units). Since clitics are function words, not lexical words, those alignment constraints do not apply to them. Weak pronouns are also function words, but they have not yet received as thorough a prosodic investigation as clitics. We will assume that weak pronouns, as opposed to clitics, have prosodic structure associated with them lexically, namely, a foot. While a full constraint-based analysis is beyond the scope of this paper, the approach using alignment constraints is easily captured in the representations below. In the following paragraphs, we will see how function words that consist only of a segment (or segments) but no metrical structure (i.e., clitic pronouns) are mapped to prosodic structure, and how function words that consist of segments and foot structure (i.e., weak pronouns) are incorporated into prosodic structure. In neither case is the foot structure of the verb altered, thanks to output-output correspondence constraints; in other words, in both cases the pronoun is incorporated into prosodic structure above the level of the verb’s foot structure.

We begin with clitics. Since clitics are usually defined as unstressed elements (Halpern 1998), we can assume they are not incorporated into a foot. This means that clitics are adjoined to prosodic structure at a higher level than the foot, either the Prosodic Word (PW) level or the Phonological Phrase (PP) level. (I do not consider a representation with a recursive PW since I have found no evidence supporting that structure.) In the data under consideration here, this means that clitics are incorporated into the verb phrase as in (16a) or (16b). 8

7. The role of clitic order (ACC-DAT vs. DAT-ACC) in stress shift is currently being investigated in Ordóñez and Repetti (in progress).

8. Preverbal object pronouns are always clitics, i.e., they are never weak pronouns. What is the evidence for this claim? Proclitics are never stressed and are not involved in any type of stress shift, and, to the best of my knowledge, the morpho-syntactic form of the verb never correlates with different forms of proclitics. Proclitics may be identical to non-stress shifting postverbal pronouns: Italian: *mi parla/*parlam*‘s/he speaks to me’/’speak to me’; Northern Italian dialects: *[at-bev]/*[bev-at]*‘you.sg drink’/’do you.sg drink?’. In each case, the preverbal
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(16) a. PP
   | PW
   | foot
   | verb
   | clitic
   pronoun

b. PP
   | PW
   | foot
   | verb
   | clitic
   pronoun

The main difference between these two structures is that the clitic pronoun is in the same PW as the verb in the former, but is outside of the verb's PW in the latter. In other words, in the structure in (16a) the lexical word (i.e., the verb) is not right-aligned with the PW, while in (16b) it is. Crucially, in both cases, the clitic lies outside of foot structure as it does not interact with stress assignment.

The prosodic analysis of Romance imperative verb + pronoun phrases in Loporcaro (2000) and Bonet and Lloret (2005) assumes the structure in (16a). (Loporcaro 2000 assumes the same prosodic structure in stress-shifting and non stress-shifting contexts, the difference being that postlexical stress reassignment is permitted in the former but not the latter.) Peperkamp (1997) suggests the structure in (16b) for non-stress shifting enclitics.

We will see below that some of the pronouns that meet the criteria for clitics must be analyzed as in (16a). Further support for this model (over (16b)) comes from the fact that no other PWs (only another clitic pronoun) can intervene between the verb and the clitic.9

We have already noted that weak pronouns can be stressed, and I have proposed that they have a foot as part of their lexical representation. The foot associated with the weak pronoun is part of the same PP as the imperative verb, but how is that foot incorporated into the PP? There are many possible analyses. The foot of the weak pronoun can be part of the same PW as the verb (17a), or it can be its own Prosodic Word separate from the verb (17b), or it can adjoin recursively to the Prosodic Word (17c). (A fourth possibility is that the foot skips the PW and adjoins directly to the

and postverbal pronouns are analyzed as the same lexical item realized in different syntactic positions (Cardinaletti and Repetti 2008), and they can be represented as in (16), modulo the position of the pronoun relative to the verb. For similarities and differences between proclitics and enclitics, see Benincà and Cinque (1993), Cardinaletti (2010), Cardinaletti and Repetti (2008), Ordóñez and Repetti (2014), Peperkamp (1997).

9. This does not necessarily apply to all verb + clitic structures. For example, indicative verb + postverbal subject clitic pronouns in interrogative structures in northern Italian dialects are argued to have the structure in (16b) since the subject clitic pronoun cannot be analyzed as part of the same PW as the verb (Cardinaletti and Repetti 2008).
Note that the structure in (17a) is comparable to the structure in (16a), the difference being that in (16a) the pronoun is not part of a foot, while in (17a) it is, and, therefore, it is involved in stress assignment. Monachesi (1996) proposes a structure similar to (17b) for verb + enclitic pronoun clusters, and Peperkamp (1997) adopts the structure in (17c) for grammars like Neapolitan, which have stress stability with one enclitic and stress shift with two. Note also that the outer PW in (17c) is similar to the Clitic Group or Composite Group (Nespor & Vogel 1986; Vogel 2009).

An important difference among the various structures in (16) and (17) is that the verb + enclitic pronoun(s) form a single PW in (16a), (17a), and (the outer PW of) (17c) (i.e., the lexical word is not aligned with the PW), but there is a PW boundary between the verb and pronoun in (16b), (17b), and (17c) (i.e., the lexical word is aligned with the PW). We can use this difference to help select the best representations to account for the data. In the next paragraphs we will see that in at least one of the languages under investigation, verb + postverbal pronoun phrases consist of two words (thereby supporting the models in (17b) and (17c)), and in another there is PW boundary between the verb and the postverbal pronouns (thereby supporting the models in (16b), (17b), and (17c)).

Bafile (1993, 1994) analyzes the Neapolitan phrase in (10c) as containing two primary stressed syllables, and, therefore, for our purposes, two PWs. Her analysis proceeds as follows: the penultimate syllable (i.e., the postverbal pronoun) of the phrase [porta-tillə] is perceived as having primary stress, but the lexically stressed vowel of the verb stem must also be analyzed as being stressed since it can have a quality which is only found in primary stressed syllables, such as /ɔ/. (Note that stressed /ɔ/ raises to /u/ when stress is shifted, but this is not what is found in phrases like (10c): *[purta-tilla].) This analysis of Neapolitan supports the models in (17b)-(17c), i.e., the verb + pronoun phrase consists of two PWs.

Sardinian offers another test case that also supports the representations in (17b)-(17c). A diagnostic for PW boundaries in some Sardinian dialects suggests that there is a PW boundary between the verb and some postverbal pronouns. A paragogic vowel
is found after the final stressed vowel of monosyllabic words in some Sardinian dialects: /dá/ > [dái] ‘give!’ (18a) (Bolognesi 1998, 66; Lai 2002, 2004; Pittau 1972, 18–19). (I use a bold italicized i to represent the paragogic vowel.) It may also be found after a monosyllabic verb that is followed by an enclitic pronoun cluster, suggesting that the verb is aligned with the right edge of a PW (18b). However, when only one pronoun follows the verb, the paragogic vowel is not present, suggesting that the verb is not right-aligned with a PW (18c). (See Kim and Repetti 2013, 292–293.)

(18) 

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Nuorese Sardinian</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a.</td>
<td>/dá/ &gt; [dáı]</td>
<td>‘give!’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b.</td>
<td>/dá/ + /mi + ilu/ &gt; [dáı-mılı], *[dáı-mılı]</td>
<td>‘give me it!’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c.</td>
<td>/dá/ + /mi/ &gt; [dáı-mı], *[dáı-mı]</td>
<td>‘give me!’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We can analyze these facts as follows: /mi/ is a clitic and /ilu/ is weak. The 1sg pronoun in (18c) should be analyzed as a clitic since it meets the morpho-syntactic criteria for clitics outlined in (15): it is morphologically less complex than weak pronouns (clitic /mi/ 1sg vs. weak /ilu/ 3sg.mas.acc), and it precedes a weak pronoun in a cluster (/mi/ + /ilu/, */ilu/ + /mi/). Crucially, it does not trigger stress shift ([teléfnıa-mı] (16_26) ‘telephone me!’ [kımprıa-mı] (16_3) ‘buy me!’. If it is a clitic, it is represented by one of the structures in (16). Since there is not a paragogic vowel i after the verb in (18c), signaling a PW boundary, we can assume that the pronoun is part of the same PW as the verb, as in (16a).

The cluster /milu/ (18b) should be analyzed as consisting of a clitic /mi/ plus a weak pronoun /ilu/.

The pronoun /ilu/ meets the morpho-syntactic criteria for weak pronouns: it follows the clitic /mi/, it is morphologically more complex than clitics (weak /ilu/ vs. clitic /lu/, see Footnote 10), and it is involved in stress shift. Therefore, it is represented by one of the structures in (17). We know that the clitic pronoun clusters prosodically with the weak pronoun and not with the verb, because there is an epenthetic i between the verb and the clitic pronoun in (18b), marking a PW boundary (as in (17b) or (17c)). And we know that object pronouns can enter a cluster configuration syntactically with each other (Cardinaletti 2008; Cattaneo 2009; Pescarini 2013).

---

10. There are two 3sg.mas.acc pronouns in Nuorese Sardinian: clitic /lu/ and weak /ilu/. In preverbal position and as a single postverbal pronoun, the 3sg.mas.acc pronoun is clitic /lu/: [lu potti fıkere] (16_51) ‘I can do it’, [pettına-lu] (16_32) ‘comb him!’ These forms cannot be analyzed as deriving from /ilu/ via initial vowel deletion since there is no independent evidence of /i/ deletion in these contexts: we find phrase initial /i/ ([inu ë marıa] (16_74) ‘where is Maria?’), as well as /ail/ sequences at the boundary of verb + enclitic pronoun units ([männikài-lu] (16_42) ‘eat.2pl it!’). In postverbal clusters, the 3sg.mas.acc pronoun is analyzed as weak /ilu/, as in (18b), and not as clitic /lu/ (as in */mi + lu/) for the reasons discussed above.
While the cluster in (18b) is represented as a clitic + weak pronoun, it is not the case that every pronoun cluster consists of a clitic + weak pronoun: in standard Italian or Spanish single pronouns and pronouns in clusters appear to be true clitics. Similarly, while the single enclitic in (18c) is analyzed as a clitic, it is not the case that all single postverbal pronouns are clitics. There are Sardinian dialects, such as the dialect of Laconi, which have single postverbal pronouns that are stressed ([benđemia] (7_16) ‘sell me.dat!’), suggesting they are weak pronouns. In addition, in these dialects we find a paragogic i between a monosyllabic verb and a single postverbal pronoun: [dʒa-нима] (7_1) ‘give me.dat!’ , signaling a word boundary between the two elements.11 The preverbal 1SG.DAT pronoun is not stressed and is lexically different from the postverbal one: [mi-prāği] (7_112) ‘I like it (it pleases me)’. Given these facts, the postverbal pronoun in Laconi is best analyzed as a weak pronoun and represented with the structure in (17b) or (17c), while the preverbal one is a clitic. It has been argued elsewhere (Ordóñez and Repetti 2014) that the choice of a single clitic vs. weak pronoun in postverbal position, or the choice of elements that make up postverbal clusters (such as clitic + weak, or clitic + clitic) depends on the inflectional projection that hosts them.

Since penultimate stress is considered the default stress pattern in these varieties (i.e., stress is assigned by the formation of a right-aligned trochaic feet), this model allows us to account for both penultimate and antepenultimate stress (in which the final vowel is epenthetic) in these structures. However, final stress shift is problematic since an iambic foot is not the foot structure in those varieties with final stress shift. Therefore, the motivation for final stress must be sought elsewhere.

Although it is beyond the scope of this paper to analyze the cases of final stress shift, a possible approach can be found in Kim and Repetti (2013) in which (ante)penultimate stress shift in Sardinian is analyzed not as a shift in stress, but as the association of each tone of a bitonal pitch accent (HL*) with a metrically prominent syllable, resulting in the perception of a stress shift: the leading H tone is associated with the lexically stressed syllable of the verb, and the starred L tone with the rightmost metrically prominent syllable, i.e., the (ante)penultimate syllable belonging to the weak pronoun. The final stress shift data might be analyzed along these lines: the pitch accent is associated with a metrically prominent position, but its secondary association is with the right edge of the verb + enclitic pronoun phrase, resulting in a change of tone at the right edge of the word which is perceived as a final stress shift. (See also Grice 1995; Grice, Ladd, and Arvanit 2000; Pierrehumbert and Beckman 1988; Prieto, D’Imperio, and Fivela Gili 2005.)

---

11. In Laconi, paragogic i is also present between monosyllabic verbs and enclitic clusters: [dʒai-midu] (7_4) ‘give me it!’, [dʒai-zidu] (7_8) ‘give him it’.
Using the representations in (16) and (17), we can make a number of predictions. For example, we would not expect to find a language that prosodizes clitics as in (16b) (i.e., clitics are not part the same PW as the verb, suggesting that the constraint enforcing the alignment of PWs and lexical words is high ranked) and weak pronouns as in (17a) (i.e., weak pronouns are part of the same PW as the verb, suggesting that the constraint enforcing the alignment of PWs and lexical words in low ranked). I have not found any data that falsify these predictions.

6. Conclusions

We have seen that so-called stress shift in imperative phrases is the result of many factors, including morpho-syntactic factors, such as the presence of a weak vs. clitic pronoun. The presence of one vs. the other has phonological implications. A weak pronoun consists of a foot, which affects the metrical structure of the phrase by adding a metrically prominent syllable to the right of the lexically stressed syllable of the verb, which, however, retains its metrical structure. On the other hand, a clitic has no metrical structure associated with it, and is prosodized as part of the same PP as the verb, although outside of the verb’s foot structure.

There is another factor affecting stress assignment in imperative verb + enclitic pronoun phrases (and also other phrases with enclitics, such as locatives, partitives, and possessives). The original phonological analyses of this phenomenon (see §3) were correct: stress shift can be a strategy to repair metrical violations. Those original analyses were wrong only in over-generalizing their claims. We have seen that weak pronouns are involved in stress shift because they consist of a foot, but clitics can (optionally) also be involved in stress shift if certain high ranked metrical constraints are violated (19).

(19) Nuorese (Pittau 1972: 20–21, 82–83)
a. /nára/ + /lu/ > [nára-lu] ‘say it!’
b. /bókina/ + /lu/ > [bókina-lu], [bokiná-lu] ‘call him!’

In these varieties, stress is not shifted with one enclitic, unless the resulting structure would have pre-antepenultimate stress, in which case it is optionally shifted to the penult. These data can be accounted for in the following way: the single enclitic is a true clitic and is not expected to be involved in stress shift. However, when stress is in an illegal pre-antepenultimate position, it is (optionally) reassigned to the “default” penultimate position, if the grammar allows for postlexical stress reassignment (Loporcaro 2000) or the formation of phrase-level syllables (Cardinaletti and Repetti 2009). (See also footnotes 4–5.)

The realization of metrical prominence in imperative verb + pronoun phrases involves the complex interaction of morpho-syntactic, prosodic, phonetic, and other
factors. Only by studying this phenomenon from various perspectives can we have a complete and accurate understanding of it.
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